
Gilby Chatha – Y10L 
 
It was in the early morning when I awoke from my broken sleep once again in the 
ramshackle cabin.  The fire was still burning in the middle of the lounge, with its fierce red 
flames rising up with golden sparks shooting all over.  The rest of the cabin was in complete 
darkness – only thread like rays shone in from the barren land outside.  The darkness was 
engulfing anything and was choking out any light apart from the fire and its orange sparks. 
The cabin had a strong scent of oak wood and pine trees, however, everything was so silent 
that the only thing that could be heard was the occasional cracking of the fire against the 
remaining wood.  The whole cabin was as cold as ice and empty, however, all of this 
changed in a second. 
 
Once the curtains were drawn, the golden light flooded the entire cabin and all of the 
darkness was killed off.  This golden light made the wooden cabin look like a luxurious 
palace in the winter wilderness.  Everything that was once cold and dull had transformed 
into a warm and welcoming atmosphere.  This orb of gold was slowly emerging from the 
distant horizon, between the colossal mountain peaks.  These maleficent mountains cast 
monstrous shadows over all of the land below, however, the sun had cast its rays of warmth 
over the landscape.  The silence never broke as no wildlife appeared – there were no birds 
tweeting, no bears roaring, no wolves howling.  Nothing.  The snowfall came and went, day 
in and day out, but as these flakes landed on the frozen ground, there was nothing to be 
heard.  The haunting wind never whistled or howled, only the silent, glacial winds came to 
take away the warmth from the sun. 
 
The first step I took outside was like entering an enormous freezer as the Alaskan air was 
nipping at me from everywhere.  My feet on the icy gravel became as white as the snow 
around me and those glacial winds made me shrivel up into a ball.  The sky above was also 
white, covered by thick, impenetrable clouds that covered the entire horizon. 
 
I imagined what this wilderness would be like in the summer: the snow would have vanished 
and the sky would be completely blue with no cloud in sight.  I would no longer be blinded 
by anywhere I look and the once-glacial winds would become a warm, gentle, soothing 
breeze that would relax me.  The whole landscape would finally be alive and filled with an 
endless number of animals.  The once-monstrous mountains would still be above although 
the darkness would be diminished by the sun.  The once-dull land would be layered with 
vibrantly-coloured flowers and the cabin would be filled with the warm summer air.  Crystal 
blue lakes would be visible and would add even more colour to the lively landscape. 
 
However, that season seemed like an eternity away and the dull, depressing mood added to 
my pessimism.  Summer would never start and winter would never end.  


